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“Vision 2020 is a blueprint for 
the next 10 years and beyond 
that will change the way 
New Yorkers live for generations 
to come. The water should 
become a part of our 
everyday lives.”
      
      -Amanda Burden
   

      Director of the Department     
      of City Planning



TODAY’S WATERFRONT

•	 Over 500 miles in length-the 
longest and most diverse in 
the nation

•	  Over 200 miles of publicly-
accesible waterfront space, 
both parks and on private 
property

•	 NYC’s maritime industry    
sustains 31,800 direct and  
indirect jobs, generating    
$1.3 billion in tax revenue

•	 NY Harbor is the cleanest its 
been in nearly a century

•	 90,000 commuters use the 
waterways everyday



WHAT IS VISION 2020?

•	 Comprehensive plan for the over 500 
miles	of	NYC’s	waterfront,	defined	as	
NY Harbor and its tributaries, creeks, 
and bays 

•	 Builds on the original Comprehensive 
Waterfront Plan published in 1992

•	 Seeks to develop a long range vision 
for a 21st Century NYC waterfront

•		Identifies	key	opportunities	for									
improving NYC’s waterfront and      
outlines strategies to realize this new  
vision

•	 The Department of City Planning 
is  required by law to complete             
Vision 2020 by December 31, 2010 
and to  revise the report every 10 
years thereafter  



THE NEW PLAN PROVIDES

 
•	A vision for the city’s waterfront

•	An assessment of waterfront              
resources

•	 Planning policy alternatives for       
discussion 

•	 A statement of the                    
planning policy and proposals for              
implementation



VISION 2020 ORIGINS 

•	Builds on “The Comprehensive Waterfront Plan”      
published in 1992 

•	The	plan	identified	and	planned	for	4	major	function-
al categories to frame long-term land use decisions:

    THE NATURAL WATERFRONT

    THE PUBLIC WATERFRONT

    THE WORKING WATERFRONT

    THE REDEVELOPING WATERFRONT

•	1992 plan represents the foundation for all waterfront 
policies in NYC

   



VISION 2020 ORIGINS 

•	A number of regulatory changes have been        
largely implemented through two means:

 
  -THE NEW YORK CITY WATERFRONT                           
              REVITALIZATION PROGRAM

  -WATERFRONT ZONING AMENDMENTS   



VISION 2020 FUNCTIONAL CATEGORIES 

•	NATIONAL

•	PUBLIC

•	WORKING

•	MIXED USE-residential and commercial

•	BLUE NETWORK
  The network of bays, rivers, inlets and streams   
  that connect New York City’s boroughs,             
            complete the city’s ecology and offers a                   
            diversity of uses and activities that extend 
  New Yorkers’ experience beyond the edges of  
  the land



VISION 2020 GOALS 

•	Expand public access to the waterfront and               
waterways on public and private property for all New 
Yorkers and visitors alike and enliven the waterfront 
with attractive uses, high-quality public spaces, and        
publicly oriented water-dependent uses, integrated 
with adjacent communities

•	Support economic development activity on the working 
waterfront

•	Restore degraded natural waterfronts, protect           
wetlands, and shorefront habitats, and improve the      
environmental quality of our water bodies.

•	Enhance the public experience of the “Blue Network” 
by expanding waterborne transportation, on-water    
recreation, as well as water-oriented educational and 
cultural activities

•	Pursue strategies to increase the City’s resilience to     
climate change and sea-level rise

•	Increase	the	efficiency	of	waterfront	construction	and	
operations 

   



VISION 2020 TIMELINE

•	Phase 1: Identify Goals and Issues, Spring 2010

•	Phase 2: Identify Opportunities and Priorities, Summer 2010

•	Phase 3: Identify Recommendations, Fall 2010
   



VISION 2020 PUBLIC REACTION

•	Public Meetings
  
  -April 8th 
  -October 12, 2010

•	Workshops

  -Borough Workshops
  -Blue Network Worshops

•	Media Response

 -Harbor organizations
 -Mixed Use Developers 



REACH RECOMMENDATIONS

•	Waterfront divided into 22 reaches

•	For	each	reach,	the	plan	identifies	site-specific														
recommendations on how to improve the use of the     
waterfront

•	Recommendations are based on the Department of City 
Planning’s studies as well as extensive input from local 
stakeholders given at the public workshops and meetings

•	Currently in draft form

•	Available information is intended for the fostering of      
further public discussion 

   



OPPORTUNITIES SITE COULD PROVIDE

•	 Access to the water for recreational boating

•	A new public park or esplanade

•	New waterside restaurants

•	The expansion of maritime industry

•	A nature preserve
   



REACH 1-EAST RIVER SOUTH

•	Manhattan’s East River Waterfront from the Brooklyn 
Bridge to East 59th Street

•	Preliminary Recommendations

•	East River Waterfront Esplanade and Piers Project
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CONCLUSION

•	Positive but ambitious

•	Difficult	to	further	analyze	until	the	actual	document	is			
released at the end of the month

•	Ultimately,	efforts	need	to	be	made	that	benefit	both	
shareholder and stakeholder, meaning expansion of  
public access and not just commercial development


